1) Create opportunities within the
church to dialogue about social
issues and to reason together about
how God would have us respond
and
2) Encourage mobilization of believers
towards Christ-centered civic
engagement.
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Galatians 5:14
For the whole law is fulfilled in one word: “You shall love
your neighbor as yourself.”
1 John 3:16
By this we know love, that He laid down his life for us,
and we ought to lay down our lives for the brothers.

the beginning or just tell people how the evening will go, so they know what to
expect. First, Jan – voter education. Then, LoWV. Third, Skye. Finally breakouts.
Also maybe say explicitly upfront that we are not telling people how to vote but how
to be informed to vote. You may be included it in later slide, but just a reminder to
put a link to website for voter registration.
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Format Tonight:
1. General Education
2. Voting Education
3. Spiritual Education
4. WRESTLE breakouts

Let’s pray for peaceful election
Dear Lord,
You know the atmosphere this election, so much discord. Can you help us truly be your
disiples during these season, that we will glorify you in all that we do. I pray that tonight we
learn a a little and then follow your lead in this..be with us Lord in the voting booth…you
promised us wisdom if we ask, and so we are! Thank you Lord for the privilege to vote!
Let the wrestle team wanted me to explicitly say upfront that we are not telling
people how to vote but how to be informed to vote.
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History of US government and the people’s
right to vote
with Jan Tobey

Our very own resident historian Jan Tobey, is here with us tonight to give us a little civics
about the history of the people’s right to vote
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Structure of US Federalist Government
National
State (50)

Local
(county/municipalities)

How we got here:
History of how we got here:
Remember we are not a monarchy---our job as citizens is to speak into these portions of
our structure.
• James Madison: Constitution was written to maintain peace in a society of factional
disputes- Written Federalist #10
• National system
• State system – hold power over voting
• Local counties and Municipalities
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What is the
“Republic
for which it stands”

Founding fathers decided that what they were creating was a republic in which all three
levels of government function as representatives of the people, Therefore our government
is answerable to us as voters/citizens.
Early years of colonial government, we practiced this responsibility in town hall meetings.
Every voting citizen would speak their mind about the issues presented to them.
As the population, grew it was necessary to create a body who voted the thoughts of the
people of their community.
Thus, the constitution made that possible….. by allowing citizens to vote for their
representatives, who would then present and vote for the bills which would become law on
behalf of their constituency.
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Philosophies Influence Voting
Then: Federalist vs
Anti-Federalist

Now: Republican vs Democratic
Early arguments before the const was ratified. Several key philosophies influenced
the thinking of the writers. We were a nation of rich landowners who were in the
minority with the rest of the country being comprised of those who worked for
them. The writers were determined to not allow the rich to overwrite the freedoms
of the poor so they COMPROMISED. The constitution is truly a document of
compromise.
The richer factions were interested in maintaining power in the national
government, controlling everyone. There were called the Federalists while the
poorer constituency wanted to give power the states to prevent domination of the
national government. They were the Anti-Federalists.
So even today we can see the philosophies of federalism and anti-federalism reside
in our political parties--where the idea of a strong national government is primarily
supported by democrats while a stronger state government is desired by
republicans.
Remember------Compromise helped to create the constitution – it was the way to
get things done. Today, we face so much polarization which makes our voting vital
and it also makes it a very difficult task. Without the thoughtful preparation of
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studying the issues on our own, we find ourselves perpetuating an unproductive
government, where progress is stunted
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What’s on the ballot ?

• Amendments
• Needs 60%
• Open Positions
• Propositions

Thanks for the lesson Jan… Now we will transition to what’s on the ballot. There typically
three things Amendments, Open positions and propositions
We’ve got all three on the ballot this time.
First let’s talk about an amendment. A Citizen can get an amendment on the ballot by
securing in the neighborhood of 360,000 signatures. They are filed with the secretary of
state six months prior to the general election, the ballot language is filed with the Illinois
attorney general where they are free to rewrite it for "accuracy and fairness." then it gets
sent to the secretary of state along with the signature filing.
The proposal needs either 60% support among those voting directly on the ballot
initiative or more than 50% of those voting in the election
Next are Open Positions – how do I know how to pick a judge?
Check out the iL state bar website. There are polls amd ratings there for each one
running. As for recorder, auditor , circuit count clerk because they have to work well
with the party in power, most people vote for these jobs along party lines. However
I did check out the auditor and there is only one that is an actual accountant the
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other is a lawyer so you have to get to choose what kind of auditor you want.
Felicia: Jan what are Local Propositions--------Jan: They are just that, used to assess the thinking of the public in their area
It is only advisory and the agency in charge of that function will make the final decision,
there are 3 on the ballot for Dupage county put forth by the board of commissioners
Felicia: So let’s take a look at them
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What’s on the ballot ?
3 propositions
a) In order to fight the spread of
COVID-19, shall DuPage County
obtain a stockpile of personal
protective equipment for distribution
to nursing homes, first responders,
health care providers, and at-risk
communities who are not otherwise
able to obtain personal protective
equipment?

One of the proposition talks about whether to use the $5 million set aside from the federal
Cares money the county received to buy PPE for all at risk communities and first
responders. They were already purchasing PPE for the county’s specific first response
workers and it appears to be asking whether we want to spread the love
I couldn’t find anything opposing this measure…could you Jan?
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What’s on the ballot ?
3 propositions
b) Shall DuPage County continue to
consider financial support of law
enforcement and public safety its
top budgeting priority?

All Felicia
The next proposition on the ballot reads “Shall DuPage County continue to consider
financial support of law enforcement and public safety its top budgeting priority?”
Obviously, a chance to see how Dupage county residents feels about the recent call to
defunds and/or re-allocate spending police $’s
Let’s take a look at County wide spending
https://www.dupageco.org/CountyBoard/Docs/63323
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All Felicia
So looking at this proposed 2021 budget allocation chart from the Dupage budget packet
*450 pages you get the idea that law enforcement only/sheriffs only make up 11% of
Dupage County’s $480million budget
However in the disclosure about the proposition Dupage county states that 47% of it’s
budget goes towards public safety---so that includes judicial 9% and about ½ of the general
gov pie slice –incl clerks, records, etc.
Some news reports indicate that the some of the board believes this proposition is a
distraction proposition to avoid having the public voice their opinion about merging the
DuPage recorder of deeds office with the county clerk's office and reducing the board size.
That no one really would argue that public safety should be a top priority.
I would draw your attention to the expenditures for public health in the pie. If you
remember from our Wrestles with policing, that the research is leaning toward reevaluating the issues we’ve seen with policing as a public health issue. We could increase
funding that addresses poverty and residential segregation and that will have the most
effect on the police killing disparities and crime in general.
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So here’s how I am now hearing the question---do we spend more on police or do we spend
it on public health?
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What’s on the ballot ?
3 propositions
C) Shall DuPage County continue to
fund and support training methods
that decrease the risk of injury to
officers and suspects for local law
enforcement agencies?

Another proposition on the ballot is in the same vein as the first “Shall DuPage County
continue to fund and support training methods that decrease the risk of injury to officers
and suspects for local law enforcement agencies?”
Currently the Sheriffs has a training program that teaches officers how to interact
respectfully with motorists during traffic stops. To date, the Sheriff’s Office has trained 700
DuPage County police officers, or about 40 percent of the total officers in the County. The
training outlines mental health cues to watch for and ways to deescalate potentially violent
situations. Since implementing this training program, the Sheriff’s Office has received no
use-of-force complaints from members of the public.
So Jan and I are going to re-enact some of our own wrestling about this right in front of
you.
Felicia: So Jan, at first blush, what were your thoughts about this one
Jan: Seems good, they are wanting to continue to fund the training around mental health
and de-escalation
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Felicia: Yeah it seems we’d want that.
Jan: What’s your issue with it?
Felicia: Well…it this last paragraph on the fact sheet it says:
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What’s on the ballot ?
(besides presidential choice)

The Sheriff’s Office is developing a second training program about policing in a diverse
community,
where officers will learn ways to speak with and interact with people of different ethnicities
or cultures
than their own. To help develop a more effective training program, the Sheriff’s Office
interviewed inmates
at the County Jail to understand their perspective and how officers could improve
communication.
They go on to say that will cost money and needs more funding.
I guess I’m not sure why they went onto to say they were interviewing inmates to develop
this diversity training. It seems like they are saying…we need to understand how to deal
with people of color, let’s ask the inmates, they would know they are from those cultures
different than our own.. We’re going right to the source?
Jan: Nooo I think it’s just a part of what they are doing to create this training. Surely……
they are getting information about different cultures from somewhere else too……… They
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just left that out. Even so……. interviewing inmates is still not a good source because they
are likely going to respond differently to their jailors than they would normally.
Felicia: Yeah, okay maybe they just left that out……I’m not a fan of the framing of it… Today--I was remembering the calls to defund say that funding police training around mental health
should be re-allocated to hiring mental health professionals who serve WITH police and that
we should prioritize funding that supports mental health services. I’m going to think a little
more about this one before I vote. What do you think?
Jan:
Felicia—sample Wrestle accomplished!!!
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What’s on the ballot ?
FAIR TAX AMENDMENT

Next up is the fair tax amendment.
Here’s a look at the progressive rate structure.. We’ll go from everyone paying a flat
4.95% to this progressive structure
My accountant brain noticed right away the jump for those households making over
$250k, everything over $250k is hit with the 7.75%
The corporate tax rate would increase from the current 7% to a flat rate of 7.99%,
matching the top personal rate.
Jan: The proposed amendment is not this rate structure, proposed tax rates have
always been in the hands of the legislature. It is just proposing getting rid of the
sentences in the constitution that say we have to have a non-graduated tax rate and
having only one tax for individuals and corporations.” which may also open the door
for a local tax and changing the corporate tax rate.
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What’s on the ballot ?
FAIR TAX AMENDMENT

From Nonprofit Quarterly
https://m.afscme31.org/news/body/Fair-tax-infographic.png

The proponents for the tax say we need it…because the current structure has poorer
people effectually paying more in overall taxes.
I had to get my head around this idea that poorer people spend more of their income
in taxes when the rate is flat.
After giving it some more thought I realized poor people often don’t get the offsets
to income that the rich do, like real estate taxes deductions and mortgage interest
deductions. Also the income limit on SS tax, anything over $132k is not taxed if you
make more than that that money is tax free. Also, poorer people, in general, spend
most of their income and incur sales tax on that spending –another flat tax, while
the rich put their money into savings and income producing 401k’s that are tax free.
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What’s on the ballot ?
FAIR TAX AMENDMENT
A flat tax ignores the differences
between rich and poor taxpayers. Some
argue that flat taxes are unfair for this
reason.
Progressive taxes, however, treat the rich
and poor differently, which some argue is
also unfair.
From Investopedia.com Is Progressive Tax More Fair Than a Flat Tax?, July, 2019

Here’s the saying--A flat tax would ignore the differences between rich and poor taxpayers. Some argue that
flat taxes are unfair for this reason. Progressive taxes, however, treat the rich and poor
differently, which is also unfair.
So the question to me , is that okay? Is that because of me and my degree and my
savviness and I deserve to pay less or is it unfair?
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What’s on the ballot ?
FAIR TAX AMENDMENT

https://notaxhikeamendment.com/

In the spirit of Wrestle
Here are reasons against:
The most compelling reasons I’ve heard was that taxes are already too high in Illinois
and now is the worst time to push a massive tax hike when small businesses are
hurting.”
Also that our Illinois politicians are so corrupt that giving them the power to
specifically target an income bracket isn’t a good idea.
And that last one on the chart---that the proposal doesn’t give that much relief.
There is a calculator online that lets you try different income brackets to see the
effect on you. It’s very helpful, you can judge for yourself.

I won’t support the amendment until Illinois rehabilitates its grossly
underfunded pension system.
I won’t support the amendment because if we require high earners to
pay a greater share of their income in taxes, they will simply move away
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and take their tax revenue with them.
I won’t support the amendment because if we impose graduated tax rates,
the legislature would be able freely to raise taxes on us, one bracket at a
time.
I won’t support the amendment because if we require high earners to pay
a greater share of their income in taxes, they will simply move away and
take their tax revenue with them.
https://www.chicagotribune.com/columns/eric-zorn/ct-columngraduated-progressive-income-tax-zorn-20200424svl5fs2z65bt3df2qn3qiwvpou-story.html
Illinois has the fifth largest economy and sixth largest population among the states,
but ranks in the bottom third in spending on services per capita because of these
consistent cuts,”
The proposed amendment consists of striking these two sentences: “A tax on or
measured by income shall be at a non-graduated rate. At any one time there may be
no more than one such tax imposed by the State for State purposes on individuals and
one such tax so imposed on corporations.”
llinois, among its other debts, has 214 billion dollars and growing in unfunded
pension obligations. The Pritzker Tax won't even make a dent in that. And weren't
Illinois schools supposed to be taken care of financially into perpetuity by revenues
from the Illinois Lottery, according to the same people who are saying "trust us" on
this one?
The majority of businesses in Illinois make less than $250,000. This is not going to
hurt small businesses.”
https://notaxhikeamendment.com/?gclid=CjwKCAjwzvX7BRAeEiwAsXExo1espGG_OIxuKmCX
qtCyRLrFt2VsQgx0vAgTSDVyYIAawJGJSot1IhoCqLEQAvD_BwE
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What’s on the ballot ?
Other Notables
Illinois is one of only eight states
that have a flat tax.
Illinois= 5TH largest economy
= 6TH largest population
= bottom 1/3rd in spending on
public services
= 3rd most corrupt state (UIC
Anti- Corruption Report Feb, 2020)

Illinois is one of only eight states that have a flat tax.
Illinois has the fifth largest economy and sixth largest population among the states,
but ranks in the bottom third in spending on services per capita because of these
consistent cuts,” and is the third most corrupt state
Ok I’m going to leave you with that…
https://www.chicagotribune.com/columns/eric-zorn/ct-column-graduatedprogressive-income-tax-zorn-20200424-svl5fs2z65bt3df2qn3qiwvpou-story.html
https://pols.uic.edu/wpcontent/uploads/sites/273/2020/02/Corruption.Rpt_12.Complete.pdf.”
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Welcome
Melissa Nachman
League of Women Voters
Wheaton

February 14th, 2020, marks 100 years that the League of Women Voters has empowered
voters and defended democracy. Over the last century, we’ve fought for election
protection, democratic reforms, and equal access to the ballot—all while maintaining our
commitment to nonpartisanship and fostering an informed electorate.
Mellisa is a board member of the Wheaton chapter and is in charge of Voter registration
We are soo Glad she is here to give us the 411 on voting this year
Thanks Melissa!
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Voting: 2020 Election
Presented by

Serving the communities of Carol Stream, Warrenville,
West Chicago, Wheaton, and Winfield
The League of Women Voters is a nonpartisan political organization that encourages
an informed and active participation in government.

October 2020

Thank you for letting us join you tonight. The LWV is a nonpartisan political organization
that encourages an informed and active participation in government and as such we do
not endorse any candidate.
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Three Ways to Vote in the 2020 General Election

Due to COVID-19, all voters are encouraged to cast a
ballot prior to Election Day, either by mail or during
early voting.
We’ll spend most of our time on Voting by Mail and look
forward to answering your questions.
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Vote-by-Mail (VBM)
• Sept 24: VBM ballots mailed – call Election Division if not received
• Oct 29: Last day you can request a Vote-by-Mail ballot. But don’t wait!
• Complete, place in postage paid envelope, seal it and sign & date the back of the
envelope
Return your ballot – no later than Nov 3:
- Mail ballot – postmarked by Nov 3
- Place in DuPage County drop boxes on
the parking lot or inside 421 N County
Farm Road, Wheaton
- Place in drop boxes located at all
DuPage County Early Voting Sites and
Election Day Polling Places. Separate
line to drop off your VBM ballot!

Signing and dating is critical. This signature will be compared with your registration
signature (just as it’s done in the polling place). No postage is required.
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Change your mind about Vote By Mail?
• Yes, you can vote in person at any Early Voting Site or on Election

Day at your polling site.
• Bringing your VBM Ballot and envelope is preferable.
• If you do not bring your VBM Ballot and envelope to any Early Voting
Site, you will still be able to vote.
• If you do not bring your VBM Ballot and envelope on Election Day to
your polling place, you will cast a provisional vote.
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Early Voting – Now through Nov 2
Register, if needed, and vote at any
Early Voting Location
Open now - DuPage County
Fairgrounds
Oct 19 – All Early Voting Sites open
Check
https://www.dupageco.org/Election/Docs/Voter_Information/Early_Vo
ting/63472/ for sites and times.

If voting in person is an option for you, we encourage you to vote early. Pick a beautiful
crisp fall day as socially distanced lines will be outside and wait times may be long. We
can’t predict the weather on Election Day – or how line the long the lines will be.
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Vote on Election Day – Tues Nov 3
Register, if needed, and
vote at your polling place

www.DuPageCo.org/Election/

Polls Open: 6am – 7pm
Anyone in line at 7pm
may vote
Polling places may have
changed. Check your
polling place at
DuPageCo.org/Election/
Encourage you to check out the DuPage Election Site – as you can see here a lot of options!
Encourage you to become an Election Judge!
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When are VBM and Early Voting ballots
counted?
• Ballots are counted and processed as they are received, but a
total tally is not done until after 7 PM on Election Day.
• Final Tally of ballots is not final until the certification two
weeks after the election. Until this point, the election is not
100% tallied.
• Every signature is validated and processed by an election
judge from each party.
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Questions?
• When are VBM and Early Voting ballots counted? Ballots are
counted and processed as they are received, but a total tally is
not done until after 7 PM on Election Day. Final Tally of ballots
is not final until the certification two weeks after the election.
Until this point, the election is not 100% tallied.
• Resources:
• www.DuPageCo.org/Election/
• www.Illinoisvoterguide.org
• www.My.lwv.org/Illinois/wheaton/voting

I can request a replacement ballot from the Election Division if I make a mistake on my
VBM ballot
I can use my own envelope if I lose my VBM envelope but the envelope must include my
name and address AND I must sign and date
I do not have to use a special pen on my VBM ballot but avoid Sharpie-type markers that
may bleed through
If my signature doesn’t match, the Election Division will notify me and I will need to correct
in time.
If someone else drops off my VBM ballot, we must both sign the affidavit on the envelope
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Thank you!
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Questions?

February 14th, 2020, marks 100 years that the League of Women Voters has empowered
voters and defended democracy. Over the last century, we’ve fought for election
protection, democratic reforms, and equal access to the ballot—all while maintaining our
commitment to nonpartisanship and fostering an informed electorate.
Mellisa is a board member of the Wheaton chapter and is in charge of Voter registration
We are soo Glad she is here to give us the 411 on voting this year
Thanks Melissa!
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Skye Jethani:
Could you tell me how
to vote?

Skye Jethani is an award-winning author, speaker, and pastor. He is the co-host of The Phil
Vischer Podcast, a weekly show that blends cultural and theological insights with comical
conversation. He has been a sought-after consultant for groups facing challenges at the
intersection of faith and culture..
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Breakouts
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Facilitator
Share & Pray
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